September/October 1994 Playlist
Records received 8/1/94 to 9/30/94
Robin Edgerton, Music Director
201-266-7901, Thursdays 12-5pm

HEAVY AIRPLAY
EAST RIVER PIPE
VARIOUS
FIFTY FOOT HOSE
CHOCOLATE WATCHBAND
SHADOWS OF KNIGHT
RED KRAYOLA
DANIEL JOHNSTON
GUIDED BY VOICES
MONKEES
VARIOUS
SEBADOH
FOLK IMPLOSION
MODERN LOVERS
VARIOUS
SINHEAD O'CONNOR
VARIOUS
THINKING FELLERS UNION LOCAL...
PETER JEFFERIES
MOUNTAIN GOATS
VARIOUS
CONTINENTAL DRIFTERS
BILL WITHERS
MOE TUCKER
LE MYSTERE DES VOIX BULGARES
SLIM WESTERNS
ARCHIE BELL & THE DRELS
NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE
SOUNDTRACK
MARIANNE FAITHFULL
ORIGINAL SINS
GIANT SAND
VARIOUS
IGNACE DE SOUZA
MOLES
SOUNDTRACK
JOHN FAHEY
BARBARA LEWIS
VARIOUS
BABYLON DANCE BAND
CRAMPS
CARLA THOMAS
VARIOUS
DIAMANDA GALAS & JOHN P. JONES
DISCONNECTIN
JAZZ PASSENGERS
VARIOUS
GUY KLUCEVSEK
ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE ATTRACTION
MOSE ALLISON
GRIP WEEDS
PUBLIC ENEMY
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA
DAVID KILGOUR
WEEN
ILLUSION OF SAFETY
VARIOUS
STANDELLS
VARIOUS
PALACE BROTHERS
SURFARI
KAYE T.K.
THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
DISCO INFERNO
CHOCOLATE WATCHBAND

SHINING HOURS IN A CAN
ROCK 'N ROLL FEVER
CAULDRON
THE INNER MYSTIQUE
DARK SIDES: THE BEST OF...
RED KRAYOLA
FUN
THE GRAND HOUR
THE MONES
BEST OF DUNWICH RECORDS VOL. 2
BAKESALE
TAKE A LOOK INSIDE...
PRECISE MODERN LOVERS ORDER
BHANG A LA FEAT: THE NEW SOUND
UNIVERSAL MOTHER
LOST SOUL
STRANGERS FROM THE UNIVERSE
ELECTRICITY
ZEPHIRETTE MACHINE
5 ROWS OF TEETH
CONTINENTAL DRIFTERS
LEAN ON ME: THE BEST OF...
DOGS UNDER STRESS
RITUAL
A SMALL GOOD THING
TIGHTENING IT UP - BEST OF...
SLEEP WITH ANGELS
MYSTERY TRAIN
A COLLECTION OF HER BEST...
BIG SOUL
GLUM
IF I WERE A CARPENTER
IGNACE DE SOUZA
INSTINCT
PULP FICTION
JOHN FAHEY ANTHOLOGY
HELLO STRANGER: THE BEST OF...
TELLUS: MINI - MALL
FOUR ON ONE
ROCKYSLASSINNAUCKLAND...
GEE WHIZ: THE BEST OF...
AMBIENT 2: IMAGINARY LANDSCAP
THE SPORTING LIFE
STRANGE PARCELS
IN LOVE
P- FORM 33 AUDIO ART ISSUE
TRANSYLVANIAN SOFTWARE
EMPEROR BEDROOM
ALLISON WONDERLAND: ANTHOLOGY
HOUSE OF VIBES
MUSE SICK - N - HOUR MESS AGE
TANGEMENT
SPIRITUAL GAS STATION
CHOCOLATE AND CHEESE
DISTRACTION
SPY MUSIC VOL. 1
TRY IT / BANNED!
VOLUME TEN
PALACE BROTHERS
WIFE OUT: THE BEST OF...
0 SEASONS 0 CASTLES
JOHN HENRY
D. L. GO POP
ONE STEP BEYOND

AJAX
SPECIALTY
WEASEL DISC
SUNDAZED
RHINO
DRAG CITY
ATLANTIC
SCAT
RHINO
SUNDAZED
SUB POP
COMMUNION
ROUNDER
MULTITONE
CHRYSTALS
LEGACY
MATADOR
AJAX
AJAX
MERGE
SKY
LEGACY
SKY
ELEKTRA NONESUCH
SOLEILMOON
RHINO
REPRISE
MILAN
ISLAND
BAR NONE
IMAGO
A & M
ORIGINAL MUSIC
FLYDADDY
MCA
RHINO
RHINO
TELLUS
MATADOR
RESTLESS
RHINO
VIBRON
MUTE
ON-U SOUND
HIGH STREET
P-FORM
ALLEGRO
RYKODISC
ATLANTIC
GROUND UP
DEF JAM
JUST A MEMORY
FLYING NUN
ELEKTRA
ODD SIZE
RHINO
SUNDAZED
VOLUME
DRAG CITY
VARESE SARABANDE
ELEKTRA
ELEKTRA
BAR NONE
SUNDAZED
GEORGE JONES SINGS HANK WILLIA
DAY JOB
PIPELINE
NEW MUSIC IN QUARTER - TONES
STARS
1958-1993 COME
DIARY OF A MADMAN
HEALING FORCE
ORGANIC OBUE
NOMAD
SUKHAVATIYUYA
THE BEST OF THE ...
PRIMORDIA
NIGHT PRAYERS
YOUNG AND IAEED
PHAT TRAX VOL. 2
JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING
HOOLOGAN ROMANTICS
WORLD MUSIC FROM FRANCE
TRADEMARK OF QUALITY
ATLANTIC JAZZ VOCALS, VOL. 2
THE LAST KLEZMER
SALMON DAVE
PURE & FILTHY RHYTHM "N PUNK
INTERNATIONAL GUITAR FESTIVAL
SN & TONIC
NOTHING MATTERS
COLLECTIVE
EVERLASTING ARM
HOMELESS
YELLOW PILLS VOL. 2
STONED & DETHRONED
BACKSTREETS OF DESIRE
EVERYTIME !
WORDS TO SAY
THAT'S MY KICK & GEMINI
STRANGER THAN FICTION
CERTAIN DUTCH DAMAGE VOL. 1
THAT'S TRICKDRIVEN
NEW WAVE HITS OF THE '80S V 4
BLOWIN' WITH ROY
BLOODSTAINS ON THE WALL
SURFBEAT
RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER
NO GHOSTS, NO GLORY
MUSIQUES DES YAYLA
DONE
JAM CON '84
CRUISE YOURSELF
BEST OF THE BEST VOLUME 2
BEST OF
MONITOR
ENSEMBLE MODERN
COWBOY LIEDES
BASEBALL : A FILM BY KEN BURNS
THE PLOT THICKENS
UNPLUGGED
VIKING LULLABIES
BETTER DO RIGHT
6 & 12 STRING SLACK KEY
ONE WORLD : MUSIC FROM ...
THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH ...
MAMOUNA
SHAKILL'S II
SCREAMING YOUTH FANTASTIC
DECOPS
THE CODE
SPELLAGE
CUMBIA AND JAZZ FUSION
MUSIC FOR ARMENIAN DIASPORA
THE ICON IS LOVE
SUBMISSION
BRILLIANCE FOR A BETTER FUTURE
MUSIQUE TRADITIONNELLE DES ...
HIGHTONE : THE FIRST TEN YEARS
LET'S GIVE IT A TWIST
ATTENTION SHOPPERS
LUNCHTIME IN INFINITY

PICKWICK
MOVING TARGET
VARESE SARABANDE
ODYSSEY
BIG DEAL
WARNER BROS.
GEE STREET
BLACK SAINT
O.S. DISCS
AUSTRALIAN MUSIC INTL
BAMBOO
RHINO
NETWerk
ELEKTRA NONESUCH
GRAND ROYAL
RHINO
EVIDENCE
POTPUNK
FRENCH MUSIC OFFICE
WARNER BROS.
RHINO
GLOBAL VILLAGE MUSIC
MUSICAL TRAGEDIES
ROYAL
ACOUSTIC MUSIC RECORDS
ESTRUS
TRIXIE
CLEOPATRA
BIG CAT
AUTO TONIC
BIG DEAL
AMERICAN
FORWARD
RAS
BAR NONE
TELARC
ATLANTIC
CMY NEW MUSIC REPORT
STARDAY
RHINO
SPECIALTY
SPECIALTY
SUNDAZED
BULLSEYE BLUES
COLUMBIA/BUDD HOUSE
OCORA
MATADOR
SEELAND
TOUCH AND GO
RAS
UNITED ARTISTS
WORLD IMITATION
ECM
PMF
ELEKTRA NONESUCH
TALKIN LOUD
COLUMBIA
SECTOR 2
HIGHTONE
DANCING CAT PRODUCTIONS
ROUNDER
WE'RE UP
VIRGIN
DIW
BAG OF HAMMERS
CATAPULT
POTPUNK
KYKOSIDIC
RHINO
GLOBAL VILLAGE MUSIC
A & M
COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTIONS
FLASK
HARMONIA MUNDI
HIGHTONE
K
CELLULOID
BOMP
AARON & JACOB AVSHALOMOV
LAND WHALES IN NEW YORK
DEFLOWERED
TRAVELIN MOOD
STAY LOADED
4 SHOTS FROM DETROIT!
HOMECOMING
BUSINESS OF PUNISHMENT
GAS GIANTS
PINK SECTION
BOX SET
POINT EP
STOP THIEF
ALL YOU WANT
FIRST RECORDINGS
OLD SCHOOL TO NEW SCHOOL
SAUVAGEERIE COURTOISE
REAP THE WHIRLWIND
TEPULATION
SIDE BY SIDE
TONY TRISCHKA & BEPPE GAMBIETTA
BEANUTS
SEPTIC CUTS
LIMITED EDITION
SURE
THE MERMAIDS PARADE
RAPHAEL RABELLO / DINO 7 CORDA
JORG PARDO
RHYTHM OF LOVE
HAVANA IN Hi-Fi
PLAYS MUSIC FROM THE COMICS
IN THE MOMENT
SECRET WORLD LIVE
PROVIDENCE
SOME OTHER TIME
PETIT CADEAU
DIVINE INTERVENTION
NOVA MOB
ABOVE YOU
TRYING TO GET TO YOU
JC ON THE SET
ADEQUATE DESIRE
MAQUEE
EDGE-ING
THE SQUID ROW DAZE
EL MUNDO DE VAPOR Y VALENTIA
LEADING OFF
PERFECT IMPOSSIBLE
S. F. W.
HEAVENLY TREASURES
333
RARE EARTH GET READY
EVERYONES GOT ONE
GOLDEN TREASURY OF FRENCH PROSE
FRICCTION TAPE
LUGANO CONTEMPORARY FOLK FEST
QUESTION THE ANSWERS
4
QUIT WHILE YOU RE AHEAD
TRANCE IN YOUR MIND
ZERO PATIENCE
GIRL
DOWNSET
FAST FOLK: FALLING INTO...
BURN MY EYES
TOTAL TERROR PART 1
MACHINE KEEP ME WARM
REVOLUTION
PALMETTO SAMPALER VOLUME 1
FOLLOW THAT ROAD
LOW - FI AT SOCIETY HIGH
SECOND MOVEMENT
DON'T ASK
FOR THE NIGHT TO WEAR
AVSHALOMOV , WARD, HARRIS
AT A PERRIGNA BAZAAR
IDOLS OF FEAR
CLARITY OF VISION

CRI
TUTU
NOT ON FILE
FLYING FISH
INTERSCOPE
MARIYON
EVIDENCE
LONDON
SHIMMY DISC
MODERN PRODUCTIONS
BONGLOAD
MECHANIC / FUTURIST
JOHANN'S FACE
PINK FLAMINGO
FINNADAR
VICTORY
UNIT
WATERMELON
POINTBLANK
TELARC
ALCAZAR
COMBAT
FFRR
SLIME
POP BUS
EARTHLING
MILESTONE
MILESTONE
ELEKTRA
MERCURY
JUBILEE
EDGETONE PRODUCTIONS
GEFFEN
RELATIVITY
EVIDENCE
ROUNDER
AMERICAN
RESTLESS
TAANG
SUGAR HILL
DIW
DEJADISC
HEADHUNTER
SOUL NOTE
BAG OF HAMMERS
MIND OF A CHILD
SUGAR HILL
BOOT 11
A & M
SUGAR HILL
ZOO
SLIME
FAUVE
SLIME
BASURA!
SWISS RADIO INTERNATIONAL
MERCURY
AMERICAN
CAROLINE
CLEOPATRA
MILAN
CURVE OF THE EARTH
MERCURY
FAST FOLK
ROADRUNNER
CLEOPATRA
HOMESTEAD
ENERGY
PALMETTO
PHIO
LAMBO
ATLANTIC
MILESTONE
CRI
CRI
TUTU
NEW ALLIANCE
NEW ALLIANCE
LIGHT AIRPLAY
IDRIS MUHAMMAD
DEWEY REDMAN
ROD MACDONALD
MAX RIDGWAY & TONY SWALE
0 - TYPE
GARGOYLES
PRIESEN / MOORE / PEPPER...
MICHAEL MARCUS
SLOAN
DUKE HENDERSON
MULE
HOUSE BAND
DEANTA
OPEN HOUSE
BREATLESS
OVERLORDS
GARY PEACOCK
HEATMIZER
VARIUS
FLESHY RANKS
JOHN WOODEN
JAN BUNNETT
LAIN MATTHEWS
DECONSTRUCTION
CADILLAC TRAMPS
CHESAFEAKE
ELASTIC PURGEJOY
MARIA MULDAUR
BEENIE MAN
KEN SCHAPORST ENSEMBLE
SHIRLEY HORN
GLENN SPEARMAN DOUBLE TRIO
JOE MORRIS TRIO
VARIUS
THE ONSET
JOHN MCGUTCHEN/SSI KAHN
JOHN MITCHELL
SOUNDTRACK
VARIUS
OVARIAN TROLLEY
HERITAGE
RICHARD SHINDELL
BILLY COBHAM
CANDY KANE
ERIC RUSE
ART FARMER WITH TOM HARRELL
RAY DRUMMOND
TAO JONES
ENIA BAND
EPIDEMIC
SPANNER BANNER
HUBERT LAWS
SOUNDTRACK
BODYCHOICE
SEEFEEL
SHINEHEAD
ROBERT HURST
NANCY GRIFFITH
ROBERTO NO SILVA
RILDO HORA
SEXPOD
VARIUS
WOODY HERMAN
JOHNNY CLEGG & SAVUKA
LUCY KAPLANSKY
VARIUS
THE NOTORIOUS B.I.G.
TONY FURRADO
ETHEL ENNIS
WOODY MANN
CHRISTIAN DEATH
WANNABES
CYCOMOTOGOAT
MALHAVOC
SAIHEB SARBIQ QUINTEL
STAND EASY & PREVIEW
RENEGADE
SIDOR BELARSKY

KABISHA
AFRICAN VENUS
THE MAN ON THE LEDGE
SHATTERED LANDSCAPE
MOMMY
INFLEXIBLE
REMEMBERING THE MOMENT
HERE AT 1!
TWICE REMOVED
GET YOUR KICKS
IF I DON'T SIX
ANOTHER SETTING
READY FOR THE STORM
SECOND STORY
HEARTBURST
GOD'S EYE
DECEMBER POEMS
COP AND SPEEDER
TIME TO TASTE BASS
BUSTIN' OUT
A LIFE IN BASKETBALL
THE WATER IS WIDE
THE DARK RIDE
DECONSTRUCTION
IT'S ALLRIGHT
RISING TIDE
THE SOUTH PHOENIX EP
MEET ME AT JUNKHUNT
DIS UN FI HEAR
WHEN THE MOON JUMPS
I LOVE YOU, PARIS
SMOKESHOW
SYMBOLIC POSTURE
L.A. HARDCORE VOL 1
THE POOL OF LIFE REVISITED
SIGNS OF THE TIMES
WATERGATE VOL 4
QUIZ SHOW
VAPORWARE-WNYU DEMO CD
CROCODILE TEARS
TELL TAE ME
BLUE DIVIDE
THE TRAVELER
HOME COOKIN'
MOZART HORN CONCERTI
THE COMPANY I KEEP
CONTINUUM
TAO JONES
LIVE AT SWEET BASIL
EXIT PARADISE
NOW AND FOREVER
LAND OF PASSION
ANDRE
MINDSHIFT
POLYPHYLLA
TRODDIN'
ONE FOR NAMESAKE
FLYER
SPEAK NO EVIL
ESKIVALADO
HOME
GROOVES VOLUME TWO
ROAD FATHER
MY AFRICAN DREAM - BEST OF...
THE TIDE
US ROCKER AUDIO MAGAZINE #3
READY TO DIE
FULL CIRCLE
ETHEL ENNIS
STORIES
SEXY DEATH GOD
MOD FLOWER CAKE
ALKALINE
GET DOWN
IT COULDN'T HAPPEN TO YOU
BATTLEFIELD BAND
A LARK IN THE MORNING
REMEMBER : SONGS OF THE HOLOCA

EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE
SHANACHIE
MAX RIDGWAY
SLIME
1 × 2
SOUL NOTE
SOUL NOTE
DGC
DELMARK
QUARTERSTICK
GREEN LINNET
GREEN LINNET
GREEN LINNET
SATELLITE
ZOO
ECM
FRONTIER
CHAOS
HEARTBEAT
ISSUES
EVIDENCE
WATERMELON
AMERICAN
DOCTOR DREAM
SUGAR HILL
WORLD DOMINATION
BLACK TOP
HIGHTONE
ACCURATE
VERVE
BLACK SAINT
SOUL NOTE
VIRG
PROBIE-PLUS
ROUNDER
FOLKWAYS
HOLLYWOOD
WNYU
BOOT 003
TEMPLE
SHANACHIE
EVIDENCE
ANTONE'S
TELARC
ARABESQUE
ARABESQUE
ELEMENTAL
ENIA
METAL BLADE
RAS
COLUMBIA
MILAN
AUTOTONIC
20
ELEKTRA
DIW
ELEKTRA
MILESTONE
MILESTONE
GO KART
TIME-LIFE
CENTURY
FRLORITY
RED HOUSE
US ROCKER
BAD BOY ENTERTAINMENT
ROUNDER
HILDNER PRODUCTIONS
GREENHAYS
NOSTRADOMUS
DEADISC
SECTOR 2
CARGO
SOUL NOTE
TEMPLE
RENEGADE
WORLD FEDERATION OF THE Bei
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED
VELO - DELUXE
JIMMY WEINSTEN GROUP
CRANBERRIES
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
DAG
BUDDY RICH BIG BAND

CASSETTES

EIGHT LAMAS FROM DREPUNG
VARIOUS
6AM SAM SAM ENSEMBLE
MAX NAGL
COP SHOOT COP
CHARLES RICE GOFF III
SHRINKWRAPPED GENIUS
VARIOUS
CRAYOLA SUMMER

SINGLES
SLINT
ENSEMBLE OF SEVEN
CHARLES BROWN SUPERSTAR
SEBADOH
RAINCOATS
SIVE STYLE
DAVIE ALLEN & THE ARROWS
SCENIC
RUN ON
THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
BRENTWOODS
VELOCEY GIRL
ODES
DANIEL JOHNSTON
PUGSEBS (TRANZLATOR CREW)
DIGITAL PLANETS
LAMBCHOP
DAME DARY WITH THE COTAILS
LABRADOR
CIRCLE X
BUNNY BRAINS
ELASTICA
3606
RYUCHI SAKAMOTO
SUGAR
68 COMEBACK
BELLY
LIDA HUSK
IDHA
COBALT
18TH DYE
BUNNY BRAINS
CHAVEZ
LAMBCHOP
TINSKEL/SAPUTULA
EXTRA PROLIFIC
DAVE ELDER
COME
BROWN VELVET COUCH
LIZ PHAIR
SMALL 23
IN SYNC
GRENADE
VARIOUS
BOOTSY COLLINS
NEIL HAMBURGER
GOD IS MY CO-PILOT
ELASTICA
SUPERCHUNK
PURPLE IVY SHADOWS
NAS
HAZEL TONES
TROLLIN WITHDRAWAL
RASPITINA
BECK
BLOOD THIRSTY BUTCHERS / ...
COCKPIT

SUPERELASTIC
NOSTALGIA
NO NEED TO ARGUE
GENEVA INTL COMPETITION
RIOT LABEL SOUND SAMPLER 1994
RIGHTEOUS
TRIBUTE TO THE MUSIC OF BUDDY

TIBETAN SACRED TEMPLE MUSIC
MUSIC FROM MEXICO AND COLUMBIA
CAMBODIAN MOTHER
NAGL 3
SHOOTCOP SHOOTCOP COMP
UNDER THE INFLUENCES
SHRINKWRAPPED GENIUS
INNER PSYCHE SAMPLER
WATCHA TRYIN

SLINT
EXOTIC FANTASIES
THE SUMMERTIME EP
SKULL (REMIX)
EXTENDED PLAY
SINGLE
BLUE'S THEME
THE KELSO RUN
DAYS AWAY
BACK TO SKULL
NEW GIRL
YOUR SILENT FACE
MELTAWAY
HAPPY TIME
VOCAB
9TH WONDER
M MY CLECHE
TARDVARK
JULIUS
FRAMMENTI DE JUNK
YOU GOT IT (COMIN')
STUTTER
WHEN I'M HIGH
MOVING ON REMIXES
YOUR FAVORITE THING
GREAT MILLION SELLERS
MOON
BEAUMONT HANNANT
GET UNDRESSED
AND
COFFEE CUP REVISITED
TORNY
REPEAT THE ENDING
SOAKY IN THE POOREM
MOLPACHINKO
FIRST SERMON
AS LONG AS MERLE IS HAGGARD
DON'T ASK DON'T TELL
ONCE IN A VERY BLUE MOON
SUPERNOVA
TOASTMASTER
POMPING WORLD
CHRISTIANSEN
FERRO - BOTANICA
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
LOOKING FOR LAUGHS
KITTYBAIT
STUTTER
HOME AT DAWN
CIRCLE PSYCHE BABY
LIFE'S A BITCH
SCRATCH THE SURFACE EP
DRUMZENA DRUMPET VOLUME 2
TRANSYLVANIAN CONCUBINE
IT'S ALL IN YOUR MIND
SPLIT SINGLE
HAIR OF THE DOG

MAMMOTH
ACCURATE
ISLAND
SWISS RADIO INTERNATIONAL
RIOT LABEL
COLUMBIA
ANTHEM

WORLD MUSIC INSTITUTE
MUSIC OF THE WORLD
WORLD MUSIC INSTITUTE
ONE OF A KIND
HOMOPHONY
TAPE RUGS
INNER PSYCHE PRODUCTIONS
INNER PSYCHE PRODUCTIONS
INNER PSYCHE PRODUCTIONS

TOUCH AND GO
ECTOPLASM
MIGHTY
SUB POP
SMELLS LIKE
SUB POP
TOWER
INDEPENDENT PROJECT
AJAX
ELEKTRA
RADIO X
MERGE
MERGE
SEED
RUFF HOUSE
PENDULUM
SUNDAY DRIVER
HI - BALL
MERGE
CIRCLE X
PIT'S BULL
DGC
RCA
ELEKTRA
PYKODISC
1+2
SIRE
ROUGH TRADE SINGLES CLUB
CREATION
QUEENIE
QUIXOTIC
MATADOR
MATADOR
MERGE
OVER THE COUNTER
JIVE
MPN AGENCY
MATADOR
ROOF BOLT
MATADOR
ALIAS
IRDIAL DISCS
SIMPLE MACHINES
FERRO BOTANICA
WARNER BROS.
ANARLLO
AJAX
SUB POP
SPEED KILLS
SPINART
COLUMBIA
HOPPEL D HOY
CHIMP
OCULUS
K
K
K
SINGLES CONTINUED
BERES HAMMOND
ADELE BIERTEI
SUGAR PLANT
SHA-KEY
ROPE
GAO
GRÜTHER
SISTER CAROL
BUSTER POINDEXTER
FRINCE
PETE ROCK AND C.L. SMOOTH
KINGDOM SCUM
PAPAS FRITAS
MUSLIMGAUZE
CARNIVAL DE CARINTIAS
SUGAR PLANT
GEEZER LAKE / DRUNKEN BOAT
D GENERATION
FROGS
COOJO
REMAINS / GARGOYLES
HOVER/CHIN HO
VARIOUS
HALF HOUR TO GO
SPECIAL HEAD
VELOCITY GIRL
PARIS
VANDERMARK QUARTET
EVERGREEN
SUPERFUCKERS
CHERUBS / FUCKEMOS
STRESS MAGNETS
KARP
YOU AM I
LOVE 606
POLARA
LAZY
SPENT
WORL - A - GIRL
MORRISSEY
SLUGHOG
SHARKBOY
RAW TINGS
CULTURE CLASH
DAMBUILDERS
EVA LUNA
BOMB POPS
REVELERS
PANDORA'S LUNCHBOX
SCHLEPPROCK
QUEEN LATIFAH
PETER GABRIEL
HALF STRING
FISCHER
POLISH GYPSY WITH GHOST
QUO
CRACK BABIES / PAY THE MAN
NO DISTURB SIGN
ZAMI GIRL
CLOUDY
SOULSVILLE
WEST TONE SONG
THE THING I LOATHE BUT STILL
HEART LIKE A DOG
I AM WHAT I AM
BUTCHER PETE PARTS 1 AND 2
LETITGO
I GOT A LOVE
DELETE THE ELITE 12"
FRIDAY NIGHT
HEBREON MASSACRE
CRASH / BANG
ORANGE FILTER
SPLIT SINGLE
DEGENERATED
NOW YOU KNOW YOU'RE BLACK
FANTASTIC VOYAGE
SPLIT SINGLE
SPLIT SINGLE
BOB MAGAZINE FLEXI
DON'T FORGET THE CHILDREN EP
HAG
I CAN'T STOP SMILING
GUERRILLA FUNK
EIGHTBALL
PANTS OFFQUEEN SONG
ON THE COUCH
DO YOU WANNA DANCE / SHOOFLY
LINDSAY
TUMWATER T-BIRDS
BRENNER CHAIR
XTC
MILEPORE OF FLORIDA
YOU AND ME
SINKING IN WEST
SIX STREET
NOW MY HEART IS FULL
HANGMAN/HANKER
RAZOR
GALAF EEA YOU TIME
D.M.F. SHAKN' SHANKAR
JAILBREAK 94
KICK OUT
GIRL DAREDEVIL
REVELERS
HONEY BEE SHEETROCK
OBSCURITY
BLACK HAND SIDE
SW LIVE EP
OVAL/SUN LESS SEA
TIMMY WEARS A HELMET
THERE'S ALWAYS SOMETHING...
BLOWIN' UP (DON'T STOP THE...
SPLIT 10 INCH RECORD
ELEKTRA
IMAGO
POP NARCOTIC
IMAGO
FEAR OF POP MUSIC
HEMIOLA
SHIMMY DISC
HEARTBEAT
SOL
WARNER BROS.
ELEKTRA
EBIE MATERIALS
SUNDAY DRIVER
SOLEILMOON
TERMINAL PROJECTS GROUP
TURNTABLE FRIEND
D-TOX
CHRYSALIS
MATADOR
TOMMY BOY
1 + 2
SPLIT
THE BOB MAGAZINE
I-SORE
BLACK EYE
SUB POP
PRIORITY
HI - BALL
HI - BALL
SUB POP
UNCLEAN
GO KART
PNMV
RA
AMPHETAMINE REPTILE
GENERATOR
ROADTRIP
SPINART
CHAOS
SIRE
SELF ABUSE
NUDE
RAW TINGS
MULTITONE
EAST WEST
TURNTABLE FRIEND
TURNTABLE FRIEND
SHIMMY DISC
SHIMMY DISC
DR. STRANGE
MOTOWN
GEFFEN
DEPENDENT PROJECT
LOWERROW
POETS MEDIA NETWORK
MJH
WORLD DOMINATION
11-14-94

Hello from the toxic wastes of Northern New Jersey. This is my first playlist flying solo, as it were, (ballast assistance from Nick Marantz, of course). It's a little longer than usual, and in much smaller type. So whip out the reading glasses and see what we've been playing in the last two months...

Also business of note: WFMU is having another record fair, though this one out from under the shadow of the ELK (formerly held at the Elk's lodge in Hoboken). We will now be under the long arm of the cross instead—It'll be held at Mary Help of Christians Church, 12th St. and Avenue A in Manhattan, on December 3rd and 4th, from 11-9 on Saturday, 11-7 on Sunday. More tables, more dealers coming from as far as Maryland and Massachusetts, beer, and live broadcasts...

We also have a new catalog out. If you haven't received one, give me a call and I'll send you one. It's full of all kinds of weirdities and music you can't get elsewhere, as well as stuff you can get elsewhere, though we'd love it if you get it from us. New categories include "Throat Culture" (weird vocal musics), "Judeo-Christian Legacy" (from Sister Wynona Carr to David Koresh), "Coping with Mental Illness", and "Comics" (uh, self-explanatory).

Thanks to Antietam, Bettie Serveert, and Eggs for playing our benefit tomorrow, November 15th, at the BRAND-NEW Knitting Factory space. Also thanks to Michael Krumper at Atlantic for planning and proposing it.

Also, those of you at labels—we're always trying to get more and different records for our lovely djs to play for our enlightened listeners. So if any other-label pals or friend-in-bands ever ask you what stations they should send stuff to, why not say "First, you can't not send to WFMU, and then there's..."

That's all for now.

Robin Edgerton, Music Director